[Proteins structure changes of COL4A5 gene point mutations and structure-phenotype relations in Alport syndrome].
Alport syndrome (AS) is a progressive hereditary nephritis presented with hematuria and renal failure, frequently associated with sensorineural deafness and ocular lesions. So far, more than 300 gene mutations in AS have been identified which provides a better way to analyze the association between genotype and phenotype. It is hard to understand all the phenotype according to the gene mutations, because the structure and function changes of the relevant protein, alpha5(IV) chain, encoded by mutated COL4A5 gene are rare to know. This study aimed to detect the proteins structure encoded by COL4A5 gene with different missense mutations and to analyze the effect of gene mutations on the secondary structure of alpha5(IV) chain and structure-phenotype relations. Two X-linked AS patients with different missense mutations (g.3246G > T resulting in p.G1015V and g.3290G > A resulting in p.G1030S, respectively) diagnosed by clinical manifestations, family history and skin or renal biopsy examinations, as well as a control were included in this study. The fragments of cDNA with the two mutations, respectively, and that of corresponding cDNA from the control were expressed in E. coli. The secondary structure of the recombinant polypeptides were analyzed by using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. CD spectra of the control exhibited a negative peak near 200 nm whereas that of the patient 1 exhibited a negative peak near 220 nm. Furthermore, the magnitude of the negative peak of patient 1 decreased from -9000 deg x cm2 x dmol(-1) to -4000 deg x cm2 x dmol(-1) as compared with that of the control. CD spectra of the patient 2 were slightly changed with the negative peak remaining near 220 nm but the magnitude increasing from -9000 deg x cm2 x dmol(-1) to -11000 deg x cm2 x dmol(-1) as compared with that of the control. In addition, the secondary structure of the control polypeptide was mainly composed of beta-sheet and random coil without alpha-helix, whereas that of the patient 1 presented 12.9% alpha-helix. Although the secondary structure of polypeptide of the patient 2 was also mainly composed of beta-sheet and random coil, the composition of beta-sheet reduced and random coil increased. Although the glycine substitutions existed in the same domain of alpha5(IV) chain, the patient 1 with the severe AS phenotype and g.3246G > T mutation, and patient 2 with the mild AS phenotype and g.3290G > A mutation were revealed with different secondary structures of alpha5(IV) chain. Moreover, the secondary structure changes of alpha5(IV) chain were consistent with their corresponding phenotype severity.